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Abstract: In a supply chain management context, the effective management of Information Technology
(IT) flexibility has been an issue to be resolved. However, no analytical method that calculates
the required and actual level of IT flexibility dimensions has been proposed. This paper aims to
provide an analytical tool that measures the required and actual levels of IT flexibility dimensions
to provide the best value from a logistics firm’s IT flexibility. To do so, we propose a combined
Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA) and Partial Least Squared Structured Equation Modelling
(PLS-SEM) method based on a multidimensional IT flexibility model. By comparing industry-level
data with client firm data, our method allows for effective identification of a client logistics company’s
multiple IT flexibility gaps and indicates where particular management interventions are required. By
proposing importance and performance as measurement scales, our research suggests an analytical
tool that managers can utilize to assess IT flexibility and identify any gaps that exist between actual
and required flexibility levels. This allows managers to effectively address areas that demand further
attention. This approach also leads to an improved understanding of how organisations can extract
the best value from their investment in IT flexibility to contribute to sustainable growth.

Keywords: flexibility; IT flexibility; importance-performance analysis; partial least squared structured
equation modelling; performance gap; sustainable growth

1. Introduction

Information Technology (IT) flexibility is one of the most widely used concepts for identifying
a firm’s ability to cope with the variation generated by its business environment [1–4]. With
the recognition of IT flexibility as a multidimensional concept, previous research has focussed
on the identification of, and validated the dependence of firm performance on, IT flexibility
dimensions [5–9]. Further, as echoed by several researchers [4,10–13] an investigation of the mismatches
between the actual and required level of each flexibility dimension is required to execute efficient
resource allocation to each dimension so that finite firm resources can be used effectively. However, little
attention has been given to a method to improve firm performance through a flexibility requirements
analysis. Specifically, there has been a lack of analytical tools that calculate the required and actual
level of IT flexibility dimensions, hence impeding strategic decision-making in resource investment.

To fill this research gap, we suggest the use of Importance-Performance Analysis (IPA), combined
with Partial Least Squared Structured Equation Modelling (PLS-SEM), to identify the gaps between
the required and actual levels of each flexibility dimension. We particularly highlight the usefulness
of this application, which indicates particular dimensions that might be under- or over-resourced.
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The combined use of IPA and PLS-SEM is a largely neglected method, particularly in the Technology
Management field. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to apply combined IPA and
PLS-SEM in the context of operational flexibility more generally, and IT flexibility specifically.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 offers a theoretical background for managing
multiple flexibility dimensions. Section 3 discusses our methodological approach in applying IPA to
examine the IT flexibility gap. This is followed by a discussion of our research findings in Section 4.
We draw conclusions in Section 5 by highlighting our theoretical and practical contributions. We also
acknowledge our research limitations and discuss future research directions.

2. Literature Review—Managing Multiple Dimensions of IT Flexibility

There is general agreement that IT should be flexible to help companies deal with outward
uncertainties through advancing, adapting or coordinating the functionalities of the IT. IT flexibility is
thought to increase the capacity for adjust to variations in internal and external business circumstances.
For instance, adaptability to novel or dissimilar circumstances and scalability [8], IT investment
and IT infrastructure to adapt to a changing business environment [10], support to alter business
strategies [14], information system functionality, database, interface and processing capacity [3],
compatibility, information sharing, modularity and capacity to handle multiple applications [15],
adaptability for changing business partners and environment, reconfiguration of communication
linkages and capability to redesign business process are highlighted as the principal components of IT
flexibility [1].

IT flexibility is a multidimensional concept. The seminal work of Duncan [2] categorised IT
flexibility dimensions into compatibility, connectivity and modularity, focusing on IT infrastructure.
On the other hand, Saraf et al. [6] claimed that the value of IT flexibility depends on the ability to
adapt to the different types of business requirements that emerge from different organisational levels
(e.g., operational tactical and strategical levels). So, to generate value, a continuous redesign of IT
infrastructure that supports incremental and revolutionary environmental changes is required. By
defining IT flexibility as the manner in which a firm’s IT is organised and integrated to adapt to
rapid changes, Saraf et al. [6] proposed scalability, system design for new business relationships, and
system design for rapid business requirement change as the primary components of IT flexibility.
Gosain et al. [16] give examples of different resource uses. According to Gosain et al. [16], if there is
a need to change business partners quickly then IT should be exploited to lower the switching costs.
If the capability requirement is to increase the volume of interfirm business transactions, IT should
enable enhanced information sharing via the standardisation of processes.

Lee and Xia’s [17] findings also strongly support the multidimensional characteristics of IT
flexibility. They identified that two types of IT flexibility co-exist, namely response extensiveness and
response efficiency. The multidimensionality of IT flexibility is also recognised in a comprehensive
review by Kumar and Stylianou [4]. They pointed out that prior research focused on information
technology infrastructure flexibility and highlighted the importance of IT flexibility as both a strategic
and an organizational capability. Specifically, flexibility in IT operations, IT service development and
IT management that responds to changing business process and consumer requirements are viewed as
IT flexibility categories. Another contribution to defining the different roles of IT flexibility dimensions
was supplied by Han et al. [11]. By integrating the traditional infrastructure-focused view and value
creation in their IT flexibility dimensions, they revealed that IT flexibility encapsulates transactional,
operational and strategic flexibilities, and further tested the causal effect between three dimensions and
firm performance. From the perspective of a technology acceptance model, Kwak et al. [18] showed
that information reliability, networking capability and security of a logistics platform are the logistics
platform dimensions that increase the logistics platforms’ dynamic capabilities. In particular, Kwak
et al. [18] highlighted the role of scalability as a part of networking capability. They argue that
the scalability of the logistics platform enables network effects so increases the flexibility of the logistics
platform in responding to changing business demand.
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Despite previous research efforts in articulating the multiple dimensions of IT flexibility and
their influence on firm performance, there have been limited discussions of how to interrogate
the effectiveness of each flexibility dimension. Lee and Xia [17] and Kumar and Stylianou [4] are
the notable exceptions that discuss the possible trade-offs among different dimensions of flexibility
for firm performance. Kumar and Stylianou [4] argued that different IT flexibility dimensions play
different roles and make synergies or conflicts in different situations requiring IT flexibility. Even
though Kumar and Stylianou [4] did not provide the exact meaning of the trade-off, synergies and
conflict, they implicitly argued that a set of concurrent actions that address specific needs for IT
flexibility could be developed when the required and actual levels of flexibility are identified. Lee and
Xia [17] argued that the gap between existing and desired IT flexibility should be identified by helping
“managers attack the flexibility gap by developing theories” (p. 88). However, none of them was able
to propose how such trade-offs or gap closing could be conducted.

Given the limited IT flexibility literature on assessing how well a firm performs against industry
norms, we refer to the well-established OM flexibility literature that indicates the following practices are
required to measure the flexibility gap. First, the desired configuration of heterogeneous dimensions of
flexibility should be identified; that is, identifying the required level of flexibility needed within each
dimension to yield performance benefits [19–22]. Second, an analysis of actual performance within
each flexibility dimension is undertaken to identify performance mismatches between the required
and observed levels of IT flexibility [20,23–26]. This process of performance measurement identifies
where the flexibility levels may need to be raised or reduced [21]. Third, once a given performance gap
has been identified, a management decision is required as to where to close the gaps at an acceptable
cost [21,23,26,27].

The aforementioned process may provide a good guideline to identify the gaps in IT flexibility.
However, the flexibility measuring process still has a number of limitations. One of the core reasons is
the absence of universal criteria that encompass different flexibility dimensions. Different flexibility
dimensions are not homogenous and hence require different measures [28–30]. For instance, Cousens
et al. [27] propose a series of steps for increasing manufacturing flexibility and suggested six key
performance indicators (KPIs) to measure volume and mix flexibility in manufacturing. However,
because the KPIs are very factory-specific, such as the number of variants per key product family,
one cannot use them as a total set for the measurement for other dimensions such as labour or
material handling flexibility. Seebacher and Winkler [31] also measured flexibility by developing
a two-dimensional framework to identify the performance and usefulness of batch production systems.
Their method of evaluating manufacturing flexibility is to compute a coefficient of variation from
the deviations of the manufacturing order lead times and then calculate an efficiency in manufacturing
performance. Although their approach is effective for evaluating manufacturing flexibility, they
acknowledge that the application of the model is restricted to discrete manufacturing due to the specific
parameters adopted (i.e., coefficient of variation).

Flexibility is a relative, situation-specific concept, so a certain dimension is viewed as a more
imperative dimension when a specific environmental necessity emerges [32]. This relative importance
in different situations also makes the flexibility measurement difficult. For instance, when a large
variety of service accessibility and speedy transition proficiency exists, they both denote the flexibility
concept. When the marketplace needs an advanced level of service diversity for a specific situation or
time, the flexible capability for a large variety of services would take greater value [32,33]. The biased
measurements used for flexibility performance are a similar problem. For example, existing empirical
studies, such as Chang [34], have only prioritized the required flexibility dimensions in environmental
uncertainty, and therefore are unable to identify actual levels of flexibility dimensions. As a result, they
offer limited insights into identifying the flexibility gap to be closed.

Further, previous research has also suggested the need to show the link between an increased
level of flexibility and the improvement of firm performance. To show that firm performance is
conditional and dependent on flexibility levels, concurrent validation of the positive impact of
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flexibility configurations should also be undertaken [35–40]. However, much of the performance
research in flexibility-related works has focused on the justification of IT flexibility dimensions and/or
their impact on firm performance and has not extended to requirements analysis [38–40]. The most
relevant work regarding the decision-making process and how to fill the performance gap is probably
the work of He et al. [23]. By developing the concept of “flexibility fit,” they showed that the levels
of required and available flexibility can be determined through a set of simulations. However, as
their guidelines were limited to a single dimension of process flexibility, i.e., range, it is not clear if
their approach can be applied to the multiple flexibility dimensions found within a firm. Focusing on
a single dimension overlooks the fact that multidimensionality is an essential attribute of a flexibility
construct, and resources within a firm need to be shared in a cost-effective manner.

Therefore, given the limitations of existing flexibility research as Table 1 presents, namely the lack
of objective measurements for different dimensions of flexibility and the lack of methods to determine
the correlation between the level of IT flexibility and firm performance, the opportunity to close
the flexibility gaps is lacking in previous literature. Furthermore, it would be difficult to pinpoint
specific areas where a proper action plan can be devised for resource allocation or adjustment. The same
problem exists for IT flexibility gap measurements. There is therefore a need for an effective tool that
measures both the required and observed flexibility levels exploiting comprehensive, objective criteria.
Those criteria also need to be aligned with different flexibility dimensions while showing uniformity
towards performance improvement.
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Table 1. Key literature related to efficient IT flexibility management.

Study Research Objectives Key Findings/Limitation

Bamel and Bamel,
2018 [35]

To investigate the relationship of organizational resources
and strategic flexibility through knowledge management

process capability

Organizational resources are associated positively with strategic flexibility, and
knowledge management process capability have mediating impact on these

relationships/Not extended to the flexibility gap closing process

Benitez et al. 2018
[36]

To investigate how information technology infrastructure
flexibility influence merger and acquisition (M&A) of firms

A flexible IT infrastructure facilitates business flexibility in capturing M&A
opportunities and increasing post-M&A IT integration capability/Not extended to

the flexibility gap closing process

Benitez et al. 2018
[37]

To capture the positive relationships between IT
infrastructure capability and business flexibility.

IT-enabled business flexibility supports firms to develop the operational
proficiency to capture the new business opportunities and increase their

performance/Not extended to the flexibility gap closing process

Boyle, 2006 [19]
To develop a research framework that provides best

management practices in implementing manufacturing
flexibility.

Measurement of required flexibility and processing of achieving required
flexibility process is proposed/No empirical research is presented

Cousens et al.
2009 [27]

To design a process that define the key activities of
a strategic manufacturing plan for the improved

manufacturing flexibility

A change management process for flexibility performance improvement is
identified/Focusing on factory-specific flexibility so one cannot use them as a total

set for measurement for IT flexibility dimensions

Chaudhuri et al.
2018 [41]

To examine the impact of internal integration, external
integration and supply chain risk management on

manufacturing flexibility.

Internal integration and supply chain risk management have a direct influence on
manufacturing flexibility/Not extended to the flexibility gap closing process

Gao et al. 2020 [38]
To investigate how IT business spanning capability

interacts with IT flexibility and IT integration, which
influence organizational agility.

IT flexibility and IT integration are positively inter-related with organizational
agility/Not extended to the flexibility gap closing process

He et al. 2012 [23] To guide process flexibility investment by establishing
a flexibility fit index

‘Flexibility fit’ is acquired by quantifying the required process flexibility/Flexibility
fit is limited to a single specific dimension of process flexibility (i.e., range)

Hou, 2019 [39]
To investigate the mediating role of supply chain
capabilities on the inter-relationships between IT

infrastructure flexibility, integration and firm performance.

IT infrastructure integration and flexibility indirectly and positively influence
organizational performance with the mediating role of supply chain

capability/Not extended to the flexibility gap closing process

Irfan et al. 2019
[40]

To analyse the influence of IT capabilities on supply chain
capabilities and organizational agility.

IT infrastructure and IT assimilation affect information integration and
operational coordination, and these capabilities also positively influence
organizational agility/Not extended to the flexibility gap closing process
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Table 1. Cont.

Study Research Objectives Key Findings/Limitation

Kemmoe et al.
2014 [42]

To evaluate production systems by measuring excess
demand that can be satisfied with the systems

A model accommodate unexpected peaks in demand in production capacity is
developed/Focusing on factory-specific flexibility so one cannot use them as

a total set for measurement for IT flexibility dimensions

Kumar and
Stylianou, 2014 [4]

To supply an IT flexibility dedicated management process
framework

A framework for identifying flexibility categories, types of flexibility needed,
understanding synergies and trade-offs between different flexibility types is

developed/No empirical research is presented

Lee, 2012 [43]
To develop a theoretical model that explains how firms

achieve business agility from their deployment and
utilization of IT.

Theoretical development on IT exploitation and IT exploration is achieved/No
empirical research is presented.

Merschmann and
Thonemann, 2011

[44]

To highlight the relationship between environmental
uncertainty, supply chain flexibility and firm performance

Proved that the firm performance is conditional and dependent on flexibility
levels and configurations/Not extended to the flexibility gap closing process

Seebacher and
Winkler, 2015 [31]

To evaluate supply chain flexibility by capturing
the performance and efficiency of batch production

systems.

A supply chain’s flexibility that satisfies its delivery dates and its operational costs
in the case of changing environment is identified/The application of the model is

restricted to manufacturing process
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3. Methodology

3.1. A Combined IPA and PLS-SEM Method: Background

This study proposes the combined use of an IPA matrix and PLS-SEM to identify the flexibility
gap. While the IPA matrix concept has its origins in marketing [45], it has since been applied in
a number of different industry management settings [46–50]. IPA allows a company to detect which
attributes of its product or service ought to be improved. Its main structure is a four-dimensional
grid based on the importance and performance level of the identified attributes. For instance, for
a particular product attribute, importance ratings could be obtained, from “extremely important” to
“not important,” and, similarly, performance ratings could be obtained, from “excellent” to “poor.”
Attributes can then be classified according to their relative importance and performance ratings by
mapping the scores in a four-dimensional plot. Its introduction to operations management was
through Slack [49], who modified the classic 2 x 2 importance-performance grid into alternative zones
allowing a more constant evolution in inferred priorities. The matrix was later extended by Tontini
and Silveira [50]. By incorporating the Kano Model for the arrangement of service features, namely
basic, performance and excitement attributes, they developed a way to identify gaps between expected
satisfaction, current and average market satisfaction.

A notable aspect of Slack’s research [49] is that, based on focus group discussions with company
personnel, he configured a zoning representation, as shown in Figure 1. In this representation,
companies must determine how well the performance aligns with the line AB, which represents
the “best fit” with respect to the performance level. Anything below the line requires improvement—or,
in extreme cases, as defined by curve CD, urgent action. Anything above the line may be deemed
appropriate or, if above the curve EF, questionably excessive. As indicated by Slack [49], the AB
line does not provide a clear cutoff point where being over (or under) the line definitely indicates
being over- (or under-) resourced. Nonetheless, it helps to reveal the potential gap and signals that
organisations may need to investigate that are the potential causes of the performance gap.
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Figure 1. Zoning representation of the IPA matrix (Source: Adapted from Slack 1994).

Recent developments of the IPA matrix have combined the analysis with PLS-SEM applications
by Hair et at al. [46] and Ringle and Sarstedt [51]. The process of identifying the flexibility performance
gap is elaborated as follows. On the one hand, the importance level on the x-axis of a given matrix
denotes the valuation of the direct, indirect and overall relationships between latent constructs. This is
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computed with the inner and outer coefficients. The coefficients range from 0 to 1.0. On the other hand,
the performance level is rescaled to 0 to 100 on the y-axis of a given matrix, according to the average
scores of the latent construct values. In addition, the scores for the importance level and performance
level of each variables are united in a matrix with a bootstrapping method that is employed to measure
the significance level of the indicators’ importance scores.

3.2. Application of the Method to IT Flexibility Dimensions

In this analysis, one can interpret the importance level as the required flexibility level and
the performance as the actual flexibility level. Ideally, the most important dimension will show
the highest performance score. If the actual performance does not meet the required level, the IPA
matrix identifies the performance gap (i.e., the mismatch). Moreover, with this tool we can expand
our analysis to the indicator level, thus identifying specific areas that may contribute to the under- or
overperforming flexibility dimensions, which may then require rectifying actions [46,51,52].

This method resolves the aforementioned issues in flexibility measurement. First, by providing
a universal, all-encompassing measurement, namely performance, different dimensions can be
measured in a consistent manner. Second, by providing the two types of measurement, i.e.,
the importance and performance, this method measures the required and actual flexibility levels
simultaneously. Further, as PLS-SEM structural model analysis can demonstrate the impact of
independent variables (flexibility dimensions in this case) on dependent variables (firm performance
in this case) [53,54], it validates the correlations between flexibility dimensions and firm performance
concurrently while testing the uniformity of the dimensions towards firm performance.

Applying IPA with PLS-SEM in our research, we undertook the following steps. First, the results
of the IT flexibility model analysis with PLS-SEM with industry-level data are incorporated into an
IPA matrix. This step is meant to validate our method in a generalized industry setting, and also
to determine whether the general performance levels are consistent with the line AB in Figure 1. If
the performance level of each dimension is appropriate when compared to its importance level, that is,
consistent with AB, then this tends to indicate that the resources are fairly distributed, and no resource
reallocation is required. Second, a case firm that needed IT flexibility improvement was selected, and
its data were analysed with the same method to determine if the performance levels are consistent with
the line AB in Figure 1. We also compared the importance and performance levels of the case firm to
the general industry results. If the performance levels show different distribution patterns compared
to the industry norm, with performance gaps, this strongly indicates that there may be under- or
over-resourcing from the case firm. Third, where the case firm’s data are not consistent with the line
AB, a further analysis was conducted to identify which indicators may require more or fewer resources.

To apply IPA combined with the PLS-SEM method in closing IT flexibility gaps, a model that
meets IT flexibility-specific requirements needs to be employed. We applied our method to an existing
IT flexibility model proposed by Han et al. [11]. By incorporating exploitive purposes of IT use and
an explorative view [55,56], Han et al. [11] classified multiple dimensions of IT flexibility such as
transactional IT flexibility, operational IT flexibility and strategic IT flexibility. Transactional (TR) IT
flexibility refers to a capability to utilise advances in IT infrastructure. Operational (OP) flexibility is
the ability to use IT for information distribution and process enhancement. Strategic (STR) flexibility
is the ability to use IT expertise to generate novel, future-oriented operations together with supply
chain partners [11]. Such a classification enables us to measure the gap in IT flexibility given that
each dimension has different roles. We required a prevalidated model that shows the uniformity
of each firm’s IT flexibility performance. Based on the theory that IT interacts with intermediate
business practices [57], Han et al. [11] showed that IT flexibility is created when the integration of
supply chain operations inside the firm and with external business partners is ensured. Thus, Han et
al.’s model is well placed to assess the firm performance. One can refer to Han et al. [11] for detailed
model development discussions and the hypothesis of the IT flexibility research model. Measurement
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indicators of the three different dimensions of IT flexibility and the hypotheses are presented in
Appendix A.

3.3. Data Collection

Due to the different IT flexibility dimensions at different organizational levels, the current research
requires every respondent to acquire adequate interfirm and functional understanding and experiences
at all areas and levels. Our rationale is that senior executives would have a more integrative and
strategical perspective, but they might not automatically possess in-depth understanding or experience
regarding present working systems. On the other hand, more junior member of staff may be well
acquainted with certain IT systems, due to their close engagement with the systems, but may lack
a holistic view. Further, the respondents should be capable of assessing the promoting roles of
IT flexibility for intra-/interfirm process improvement and the enhancement of firm performance.
Respondent validation ensures that the acquired data are reliable and credible for our empirical analysis.
Such complex qualifications inevitably reduce the availability of suitable respondents. Because of
the aforementioned constraint, this study opted for nonprobability sampling.

Specifically, a mixture of purposive data collection and convenience data collection method was
chosen for the current research. The purposive data collection method was selected because it employs
the experiences and skills of the researcher to gain well-informed respondents [58,59]. With this
data collection method, researchers stipulate the features of a population of interest and attempt to
find people who have those features. In the convenience data collection method, the informants are
asked to contact new informants, as a focal contact point, who satisfy specific requirements and are
willing to take part in specific research [58]. Our survey was organized into five parts (1–5). In order
to confirm that the informants satisfy the inclusion principles and measure their ability to assess
the dimensions of IT flexibility, a supplementary check was conducted within part 1. It also inquired
about the technologies that the informants’ firms use to check if the informants are familiar with
different IT use patterns, based on the recommendation of Kumar et al. [60]. Further, only the responses
from respondents successfully answering the full questionnaire were used for empirical analysis. This
data collection method is in line with prior IT flexibility research. By employing a nonprobability
data collection method, Gosain et al. [16] collected dependable information from both senior-level
respondents and junior-level employees. This is to integrate the insights from the workers associated
in daily operations. Rai et al. [61] used similar data collection method as high-level managers are
not responsible for repetitive problem settlement and the principal responsibility of the executives
is more tactical in nature than the operations conducted by junior-level workers. Parts 2-4 supply
questions measuring the level of different dimensions of IT flexibility and other variables (Appendix A).
The questions in Part 5 in our survey questionnaire supply general information on the respondents.

For the industry data, the professional network at the authors’ university was accessed, which
contains professionals who worked at the university for several years on shared research work and
information assimilation projects, as well as graduates likely to be familiar with the current research
subject. Furthermore, professionals were encouraged to distribute the survey to their co-workers
to invite them to take part in the current study. A firm-level dataset was collected within a case
company, hereafter known as MultiLogistics. MultiLogistics is a multinational logistics service
provider that provides a diverse range of logistics services, such as warehousing, transportation,
custom clearance and freight forwarding. Acting as an intermediary, it provides order fulfilment
services for a large number of customers, such as telecommunication manufacturers and fashion
retailers. It also works with shipping lines and freight transport companies for supply chain execution.
The nature of the business indicates that it transmits a large quantity of information and has exhaustive
information interchange activities with its customers and business partners. Therefore, IT is critical
to the successful execution of MultiLogistics’ operations. Under intensifying marketing pressures,
whereby logistics services are increasingly seen as a commodity, senior executives feel IT flexibility
is an important enabler to allow the company to respond and adapt to a changing environment
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quickly and to remain competitive. Therefore, they feel the need to assess their current IT flexibility
and compare it with industry practices to see whether the company is underperforming in certain
areas, and to identify opportunities for improvement. We distributed the survey to 62 key informants
from over 20 operating units of MultiLogistics globally. In doing so, an international director of
the MultiLogistics was actively involved in the data collection. He distributed the survey questionnaire
to potentially suitable respondents. Follow-up emails were sent two weeks and four weeks after
the initial questionnaire distribution to encourage the respondents to participate in the survey. We
followed up our quantitative analysis with qualitative interviews with key respondents from the case
company in order to understand the significance of the results from the quantitative stage.

Regarding the industry data (n = 128), the analysis of the questionnaire showed that
the questionnaires were answered by professionals from production and manufacturing (22%, n = 29),
warehousing and inventory management service (28%, n = 36), integrated transport service providers
(30%, n = 38), logistics and transport service brokers like 3PL firms (16%, n = 20) and others (4%,
n = 5). The sample included vice presidents or higher position professionals (4%, n = 5), directors or
vice directors (16%, n = 21), managers or assistant managers (42%, n = 54), supervisors (12%, n = 15),
operators and clerks (24%, n = 31) and others (2%, n = 2), so the survey obtained information covering
different areas and levels of an interorganizational business, namely transactional, operational and
strategic operations. A majority of informants were from supply chain-related areas (13%, n = 17) and
the transport and logistics field (71%, n = 90). The sample also included marketing position informants
(8%, n = 10), IT personnel (2%, n = 3), CEOs (2%, n = 3) and others (4%, n = 5). The company’s age and
number of staff were also captured. To preserve the case firm’s anonymity, we will not disclose detailed
background information on MultiLogistics. We were able to attain 35 returns. Our sample size seems
to be relatively small. However, this study falls into the category of exploratory research. So, a 10%
significance level was thought to be theoretically adequate [46,62]. With a minimum R2 of 0.25–0.50,
the required sample size was 34–53 [46] (p. 38). Bearing in mind that the R2 from the client firm’s
model analysis was 0.261–0.735, the acquired sample size of 35 satisfies the recommended criteria.

4. Data Analysis

We investigated the industry-level data by employing PLS-SEM, and then extended
the investigation to an IPA matrix method by using SmartPLS 3.0. The scores we calculated serve as
the foundation for our investigation.

4.1. Industry-Level Analysis

In Table 2, each score of importance and performance level of the different IT flexibility dimensions
using the industry data is provided. This is produced using the method described in Section 3. TR
IT flexibility showed the highest importance score (0.369). OP IT flexibility had the second-highest
score (0.201). STR IT flexibility had the lowest score (0.186) in importance among the three flexibility
dimensions. Such an output strongly indicates that TR flexibility’s score in performance (i.e., desired
performance) should be the highest among the three dimensions. In fact, TR flexibility’s actual score
in performance was 26.276. This was the highest score, while OP IT flexibility’s performance score
is the second highest (23.835). STR flexibility’s performance came in third (20.459). The output of
the structural model analysis is summarised in Appendix C. In this analysis, the direct influence of STR
flexibility on firm performance and indirect influence of TR and OP flexibility on firm performance via
PIC is captured. Therefore, correlations between IT flexibility dimensions and firm performance are
demonstrated. A validity test for the measurement models is as reported in Han et al. [11].
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Table 2. Importance–performance level analysis of industry: construct scores.

Constructs (Dimensions) Importance Performances

TR IT flexibility 0.369 26.276
OP IT flexibility 0.201 23.835
STR IT flexibility 0.186 20.459

Source: authors.

From Table 2, we observe that the actual performance levels of different IT flexibility dimension
are suitable to their relative levels of importance. Specifically, at the industry level, the resource
distribution for the three different IT flexibility dimensions follows a line of “best fit,” as given in
Figure 1. This is also demonstrated by presenting a trend line among the three different flexibility
levels that establish the AB line in Figure 2.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 22 
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4.2. Firm-Level Analysis

Table 3 shows that MultiLogistics’ importance scores are in line with the findings from
the industry-level data investigation. However, its performance scores in the three dimensions
are inconsistent with the industry results. Notably, TR flexibility’s performance score (i.e., desired
performance) should be the highest among the three dimensions, as this dimension has been deemed
the most important among the three. However, in the case of MultiLogistics, TR IT flexibility showed
an actual performance score of 39.013 (the lowest score). In terms of OP flexibility’s importance, it had
the second-highest score (40.184). With regard to the STR IT flexibility’s performance, it came in first
(45.363). This indicates that MultiLogistics performed best at the STR dimension, followed by OP, then
TR. The detailed PLS-SEM analysis results for MultiLogistics are provided in Appendix D.
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Table 3. Importance–performance analysis of MultiLogistics: Construct scores.

Construct (Dimension) Importance Performance

TR IT flexibility 0.635 39.013
OP IT flexibility 0.384 40.184
STR IT flexibility 0.142 45.363

Source: authors.

Both the industry and MultiLogistics scores were united in a plot, given in Figure 2. As can
be identified from Figure 2, MultiLogistics’ perception of the order of importance of the three IT
flexibility dimensions conforms with the industry-level analysis. However, its performance for the three
dimensions is greater than the general industry measure. In particular, MultiLogistics’ STR flexibility
performance far exceeds the industry norm. This indicates that MultiLogistics may have invested
excessively and hence overperformed in this dimension. If the company invested unnecessarily in
resources in an effort to build STR flexibility, it might not get the rewards it expected. Alternatively,
resources could have been better allocated to other areas, which would have a bigger influence on
firm performance. What exactly could have contributed to this potential overperformance? The next
section offers further insights via an indicator-level analysis.

4.3. Indicator-Level Analysis—Development of a Resource Allocation Action Plan

To identify which indicators of STR flexibility may be consuming resources that could be reallocated
to other indicators, the performance of indicators is analysed. Table 4 provides the performance scores
of each indicator for both MultiLogistics and the industry as a whole, as well as the score difference
between MultiLogistics and the industry. We examine the three STR indicators in particular.

Table 4. The relative performance analysis for MultiLogistics versus the industry: indicator scores.

Dimensions Indicator
Performance Score

MultiLogistics Industry Difference

TR
flexibility

HW 40.952 23.177 17.775
SW 37.619 21.654 15.966
NW 28.095 19.271 8.824
ACC 34.706 29.134 5.572
LINK 45.455 28.042 17.412
INTP 42.857 38.320 4.537

OP
flexibility

QLT 37.255 20.604 16.651
VIS 39.524 24.147 15.377
SPD 40.476 22.572 17.904

STMR 46.667 24.800 21.867
OPT 36.667 26.640 10.026

STR
flexibility

PTN1 40.000 8.889 31.111
PTN2 48.095 30.577 17.518
OFF 47.059 23.228 23.830

Source: authors.

All three indicators of STR show high performance scores, as expected. However, if one examines
the score difference between MultiLogistics and the industry as a whole, there is evidence that some
indicators have consumed extensive resources. First, the actual performance of PTN 1 (the ability of
the company to establish and adjust information connections with existing supply chain partners)
is considerably higher than the industry norm with a gap of 31.111—the largest gap among all 14
flexibility indicators. Moreover, the observed performance of OFF (the ability of the company to use
ICT in offering novel products and services to their customers) (47.059) also shows a relatively high
score difference (23.830) when compared to the industry score (23.228). The performance of PTN2 (the
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ability of the company to establish and adjust information linkages with new supply chain partners) is
of less concern as it is more in line with the other indicators from the TR and OP dimensions.

Such potential overcommitment on PTN1 and OFF could be appropriate due to MultiLogistics’
mission to be a truly customer-centric company. Given the increasing market pressure, and the fact that
logistics and freight forwarding services are increasingly being perceived as commodities, the company
has seen its profit margin being squeezed to a single digit in some regions. Therefore, the company has
invested heavily in IT, including implementing a popular commercial transportation management
system (TMS) globally, and an enterprise resource planning (ERP) customer relationship management
suite to manage its air and freight transactions. According to its annual report, it expected that
the flexibility brought about by such investments would provide better visibility to existing and new
customers, simplify and speed up information flows, and streamline financial transactions across all
its divisions. A lack of information on how the rest of the industry has performed could have led to
a potential overcommitment. However, the seeming overinvestment could also be a deliberate act from
the company in order to outperform its competitors and retain its leading position in the marketplace.

In order to find the underlying reasons why there is a large gap in PTN1 and OFF between
the case company and the industry norm, we conducted a follow-up study. Interviews were conducted
with four senior staff from the company: global innovation manager, IT manager, country fulfilment
manager and a senior supply chain executive from one of the company’s biggest clients, which, in
order to retain anonymity, we call TelCo. With each interviewee, we first talked through the rationale
of our study and the data analysis results. We then pointed out the gap we identified in the strategic
dimension and asked our interviewees what might have contributed to the gap.

The interviews with participants from the case company largely confirmed our initial speculation
that the “customer-centric” strategy drives the company’s investment decisions in strategic IT flexibility.
Investments have been made to streamline internal information integration (e.g., investment on
Transport Management Systems and Enterprise Resource Planning) for efficiency and productivity
gains. “This is the area that we can control,” commented the IT manager. Areas that the case company
has less control over but nonetheless must be committed to are building interorganisational information
links and improving communications with various clients, particularly with large clients. The biggest
challenge is that those large clients tend to have different in-house information systems, and the case
company often has to build a dedicated information link with each of the clients, rather than a standard
and cost-effective interface with all. The bespoke information connectivity demands a heavy resource
commitment and contributes largely to the gap identified in factor PTN1.

The interviewee from TelCo explained why bespoke connectivity is needed in order for them to
work with MultiLogistics: “We are a large global manufacturing company and have multiple factories
in Europe. MultiLogistics is in charge of our UK order fulfilment process. This means the company
needs to be able to interact with a number of our in-house systems. For inbound logistics, they also
need to interact with each factory’s ERP system to manage and receive goods coming into the UK. We
have a central inventory management system that they need to access in order to gain visibility to
stock levels. This means their WIS [warehouse information system] needs to integrate with our WIS.
For outbound logistics, every time we issue them our customer’s PO [purchasing order] and a packing
list. They will then have to pick and configure the parts needed for that PO and send us a picking list
via EDI [Electronic Data Interchange] link to our CRM [Customer Relationship Management] system.”

As to the gap identified in OFF, the global innovation manager from the case company explained
that, different from other logistics companies that tend to outsource many of their IT functions,
MultiLogistics manages most of its IT in-house and sees technology as the core of its ability to adapt
to changing demands in industry. Unlike asset-heavy logistics companies like DHL, the company’s
core competitiveness lies in its dynamic capability to continuously innovate and provide value-adding
services to their clients. “So rather [than] just managing stocks for our clients, we actually work
with our clients to reduce their overall inventories. We’ll get paid less [for] warehousing, but we
could then implement [a] VMI [vendor-managed inventory] type of exercise and take over our client’s
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replenishment function,” commented the innovation manager. Other interviewees also commented
that a number of explorative initiatives took place in MultiLogistics—for example, introducing
manufacturing services and 3D printing. Hence it seems that “overcommitment” under the factor of
OFF is a deliberate act that the company undertook to differentiate itself from its competitors. They
did acknowledge that they had limited knowledge about how the rest of industry performed, and
therefore our tool helped them to gain a clear sense of their competitive position in the marketplace.

By translating the PLS-SEM analysis output to the IPA matrix, the current research has assessed
the performance gap in different IT flexibility dimensions. The assessment was based on their relative
levels of importance to firm performance. In the case of MultiLogistics, our analysis shows that
STR flexibility may overperform, given that its importance does not deviate much from the industry
standard. A further indicator-level analysis offers additional insight as to which factors contribute to
the possible excessive performance of STR flexibility and where downscaling might be possible. Our
follow-up study reveals the complex coercive and competitive forces that drove the case company’s
deliberate action to commit considerable resources.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Theoretical Contribution

Previous research has stressed the importance of effective IT flexibility management through
a requirements analysis that mitigates deficiencies or excesses in dissimilar flexibility dimensions. Yet
there has been a lack of analytical tools that evaluate the required and actual level of IT flexibility
dimensions. To resolve this issue, we propose a combined method of IPA and PLS-SEM. Our method
shows that prioritization among multiple dimensions of IT flexibility is made by employing the two
universal measurements, namely importance and performance. Furthermore, the distribution of firm
resources to the most important dimensions is advised.

Application of this method to a client company’s data (Multilogistics in this study) also visualizes
how this client firm can distribute its resources through the prioritization of different IT flexibility
dimensions. In doing so, we proposed an action plan to distribute finite resources to different IT
flexibility dimensions in a well-organized and efficient method. The method of PLS-SEM combined
with the IPA matrix revealed the most important variables that contribute to the highest level of
performance. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there has been no study that has proposed such
an analytical tool that assesses multiple dimensions of IT flexibility. The unique contribution of this
study is, therefore, an improved understanding of how to get the greatest value out of an investment
in IT resources by revealing areas where particular management attention and subsequent rectification
may be necessary. By proposing a combined method of IPA and PLS-SEM, we provide a novel insight
about the mechanisms that firms can utilize to control their IT flexibility levels in rapidly changing
business environments.

The IPA-PLS-SEM tool, however, does not offer detailed explanations as to why companies
overcommit in certain areas. There may well be positive and legitimate reasons why companies acted
in this way—for example, to maintain a competitive advantage by managing clients who require
a certain IT flexibility, as illustrated in the case of MultiLogistics. Or equally, the areas identified could
be “blind spots,” or mismatches between required and committed investment, that senior executives
were not aware of. Those areas could then be targeted for further improvement, or resources could be
redeployed elsewhere to deliver improved value to the businesses. Furthermore, without this tool it is
not possible to detect the IT flexibility gaps at an indicator level. Consequently, it will be difficult for
organisations to develop a strategy for better resource exploitation. Once organisations are confident
that the flexibility gaps identified via the use of the IPA—PLS-SEM tool are due to misinvestment in
certain areas, action can be undertaken to rectify the situation. Certain resources could be transferred
from one area to another in order to achieve the desired IT flexibility outcomes. The concept of resource
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mobility is well established in the literature, and reallocating resources from one dimension to another
often incurs lower penalties when compared with additional investment.

5.2. Practical Contribution

Our research also suggests a measurement tool that managers can utilize to assess IT flexibility
and identify any gaps that exist between current and desired flexibility levels. This output encourages
logistics managers to consider the importance of IT flexibility in a more integrative and clear manner.
It also helps logistics managers to decide how to coordinate their IT flexibility dimensions efficiently to
deal with upcoming changes with finite firm resources. The current literature on quantifiable flexibility
measurements has been accused of not being relevant to real-life industry settings. However, in this
study, we propose that the IPA tool can be applied directly to industrial practice. Both supply chain
and IT managers can use the IPA tool to understand what their competitive priorities should be when
examining the performance of their IT flexibility, and identify whether some dimensions may be over-
or underperforming. This will enable managers to review their IT flexibility capabilities and make
more informed choices about where to best concentrate their resources, ultimately increasing managers’
abilities to control and manipulate organizational factors to increase firm performance.

5.3. Limitations and Future Research

Even though the we did our best to gain many samples for applying the IPA and PLS-SEM
combined method to the client firm, the application was performed with a comparatively small sample
size (n = 35). This is because we required respondents to be key informants who are skilled and
well-informed about inclusive IT use, interorganizational process connections and firm performance
attributes. Moreover, acquiring 100 individuals from a single firm was a difficult task as the sample pool
in a specific company is narrower than in an overall industry sector. If we acknowledge the exploratory
characteristics of this study, the sample size is statistically acceptable [46]. However, even though our
sample size satisfies the recommended criteria, future research should seek to collect more data to
enhance the validity of both industry- and firm-level data.

Although IPA is particularly useful for indicating areas that may either under- or overperform,
it does not offer an explanation as to why this happens. As the development of IT flexibility is
specific to the operational context, environmental (e.g., industrial advances and market circumstances),
organisational (e.g., firm scale, tactics and monetary condition) and technological (e.g., IT proficiency
and human resources, architecture and IT merchants) issues can affect the required IT flexibility
level. Further investigation is thus needed to understand whether a company is indeed over- or
underperforming in a specific dimension. As the IPA matrix assumes linear relationships between
importance and performance, this study does not address lines CD and EF (shown in Figure 1).
Considerations of possible nonlinear relationships, such as the one proposed by Tontini and Silveira [50],
could complement our approach. Future research could also attempt to apply this tool to other, non-IT
types of flexibility.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Multiple dimensions of IT flexibility.

Dimensions Subdimensions Indicators
(Abbreviations) Explanations

Transactional
Flexibility

IT Infrastructure

Hardware (HW)

We can successfully transact with external firms
by using our advanced hardware (e.g.,

computers, field devices, sensors, meters,
servers, etc.)

Software (SW)

We can successfully transact with external firms
by using our advanced software and

applications (e.g., logistics portals, email
systems, etc.)

Networks (NW)
We can successfully transact with external firms
by using our advanced network (e.g., internet,

LAN, telephone, text)

Connectivity

Access (ACC)

We can effectively access our IT network
properly and securely to communicate with
external firms (e.g., network access anytime

anywhere)

Linkages (LINK)
We can access a wide range of external firms

through our IT network (e.g., number of
external firms we can access through our portal

Interoperability
(INTP)

We can effectively transact with our external
firms through standardized information format

(e.g., Excel, PDF, HTML, EDI)

Operational
Flexibility

Information sharing

Quality (QLT) We can share accurate and timely information

Visibility (VIS) We can gain good visibility of supply chain
processes

Speed (SPD) We can complete transactions rapidly

Process improvement

Streamlining
(STMR)

We can integrate and automate supply chain
processes

Optimisation
(OPT)

We can optimise the supply chain processes
with external firm

Strategic
Flexibility

Partnering

Partnering1
(PTN1)

We can easily build and alter our information
linkages to our existing supply chain partners

providers

Partnering 2
(PTN2)

We can easily build and alter our information
linkages to new supply chain partners

Offering Offering (OFF)
We are actively exploring innovative ways of

using ICT in offering new products or services
to customers

Process integration capability (PIC)

PIC 1
We have a capability to integrate sourcing,
transport, service process and other areas

internally

PIC 2
We have a capability to integrate sourcing,

transport, service process and other areas with
suppliers

PIC 3
We have a capability to integrate sourcing,

transport, service process and other areas with
customers
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Table A1. Cont.

Dimensions Subdimensions Indicators
(Abbreviations) Explanations

Firm performance (FP)

Cost (COST) Transaction costs for your supply chain
operations is reduced

Service (SRV) Level of service provided to customer is
improved

Speed (SPD_P) Speed of supply chain operations is improved

Quality (QLT_P) Quality of service to customers is improved

Value (Value) Value creation in the supply chain is improved

Source: adapted from Han et al. [11].

Appendix B

Table A2. Hypotheses for IT flexibility research model.

Types Hypotheses

Hierarchical structure of IT flexibility

Transactional IT flexibility positively affects
Operational IT flexibility.

Transactional IT flexibility positively affects Strategic
IT flexibility.

Operational IT flexibility positively affects Strategic IT
flexibility.

Indirect impact of IT flexibility dimensions on firm
performance

Transactional IT flexibility positively affects Process
Integration Capability.

Operational IT flexibility positively affects Process
Integration Capability.

Strategic IT flexibility positively affects Process
Integration Capability.

Direct impact of IT flexibility dimensions on firm
performance

Transactional IT flexibility positively affects firm
performance.

Operational IT flexibility positively affects firm
performance.

Strategic IT flexibility positively affects firm
performance.

Impact of mediator on firm performance Process Integration Capability positively affects firm
performance.

Source: adapted from Han et al. [11].
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Appendix D

Table A3. PLS-SEM test results for MultiLogistics. Summary of validity test results of
the measurement model.

Latent Variables Number of
Indicators

Internal Consistency
Reliability

Convergent
Validity

Indicator
Reliability

Composite
Reliability

Cronbach’s
Alpha AVE Factor

Loadings

TR IT flexibility 6 0.918 0.894 0.655 0.619 to 0.898
OP IT flexibility 5 0.940 0.920 0.758 0.831 to 0.898
STR IT flexibility 3 0.919 0.868 0.792 0.854 to 0.945

Process integration capability 3 0.911 0.856 0.773 0.869 to 0.888
Firm performance 5 0.954 0.940 0.807 0.848 to 0.953

Table A4. PLS-SEM test results for MultiLogistics. Fornell-Larcker criterion.

Latent Variables
Process

Integration
Capability

Firm
Performance

Operational
Flexibility

Strategic
Flexibility

Transactional
Flexibility

Process integration
capability 0.879

Firm performance 0.422 0.898
Operational

flexibility 0.498 0.757 0.871

Strategic flexibility 0.361 0.715 0.739 0.890
Transactional

flexibility 0.401 0.689 0.692 0.805 0.809
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Table A5. PLS-SEM test results for MultiLogistics. Cross-loading analysis.

TR
Flexibility

OP
Flexibility

STR
Flexibility

Process Integration
Capability

Firm
Performance

HW 0.898 0.715 0.759 0.446 0.588
SW 0.889 0.603 0.785 0.208 0.584
NW 0.817 0.331 0.544 0.168 0.349
ACC 0.724 0.404 0.514 0.341 0.638
LINK 0.870 0.762 0.874 0.474 0.678
INTP 0.619 0.312 0.287 0.173 0.397
QLT 0.550 0.854 0.556 0.404 0.700
VIS 0.633 0.897 0.711 0.448 0.671
SPD 0.565 0.872 0.677 0.543 0.732

STMR 0.678 0.898 0.742 0.376 0.603
OPT 0.582 0.831 0.508 0.389 0.584

PTN1 0.588 0.710 0.851 0.227 0.576
PTN2 0.810 0.635 0.945 0.337 0.661
OFF 0.783 0.640 0.871 0.385 0.665
PIC1 0.428 0.439 0.412 0.869 0.430
PIC2 0.215 0.314 0.178 0.888 0.224
PIC3 0.363 0.509 0.309 0.880 0.401

COST 0.590 0.751 0.680 0.351 0.848
SVC 0.694 0.663 0.637 0.399 0.913

SPD_P 0.589 0.684 0.628 0.304 0.917
QLT_P 0.685 0.673 0.685 0.429 0.953
VAL 0.523 0.619 0.570 0.415 0.856

Table A6. Effects and variance explained.

Effects on Endogenous Variable with
Hypotheses Path Coefficient β (t-Value) Variance Explained (R2)

Effects on OP flexibility - 0.478
H1a: TR→ OP 0.692 *** (7.718) -

Effects on STR flexibility - 0.735
H1b: TR→ STR 0.600 *** (5.418) -
H1c: OP→ STR 0.324 *** (3.020) -
Effects on PIC - 0.261

H2a: TR→ PIC 0.203 (0.659, NS) -
H2b: OP→ PIC 0.474 ** (2.123) -
H2c: STR→ PIC −0.157(0.397, NS) -

Effects on FP - 0.639
H3a: TR→ FP 0.179 (0.921 NS) -
H3b: OP→ FP 0.446 ** (2.224) -
H3c: STR→ FP 0.220 (0.971, NS) -
H4: PIC→ FP 0.049 (0.320, NS) -

Note: *** p < 0.01; ** p < 0.05; * p < 0.1 (all two-tailed).
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